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1. Introduction to the Lake Concept

WaterCherenkov detectors (WCD) record air shower particles coming fromhigh-energy gamma
rays at the ground level and provide a wide field-of-view along with an approximately 100% duty
cycle. The High-Altitude Water Cherenkov Observatory (HAWC) [1] and more recently Large
High Altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO) [2] have been using this technique to observe
the gamma-ray sky from the northern hemisphere.

SouthernWide-fieldGammaRayObservatory (SWGO) [3, 4]will be a next-generation gamma-
ray survey observatory in the southern hemisphere that will consist of an array of water Cherenkov
detectors. The reference design for SWGO detector units uses dual-volume water tanks, with
an upper electromagnetic volume for timing and energy and a lower volume to help with muon
identification and saturation recovery. The lake concept is one of the alternative designs for SWGO,
for which bladders filled with clean water are deployed near the surface of a natural lake, where
each bladder is a light-tight stand-alone unit containing one or more photosensors.

One advantage of the lake design is the anticipated reduced cost compared to the HAWC-like
tank designs, achieved by omitting the expensive tank structures, which also brings about less civil
engineering requirements on site. Moreover, there are likely fewer constraints on unit dimensions
for the bladders, making it possible to optimize for best performance based on simulations. Muon
detection is also expected to be improved by this design, since sideways entry of electromagnetic
energy into the muon volume is suppressed, compared to spaced tanks. Finally, floating detector
units allow reconfiguring the detector according to evolving science needs, e.g. with a dense
configuration for lowest energy thresholds, or spread-out groups of detector units for maximum
array area and best high-energy response.

On the other hand there is no previous experience for such a design, increasing R&D effort
and risks. In addition, the lake option reduces the choice of sites and brings restrictions on array
geometry since outrigger units may not be trivial to arrange. There is also the potential that
this design will have higher maintenance requirements and the detector units may have a reduced
lifetime. A proper assesment of these will be needed as part of the R&D efforts. Finally, the
geometry calibration appears to be more complex in the lake design. Strategies for monitoring the
position of the bladders and of the photomultiplier tube (PMT) position inside each bladder will
need to be developed.

2. Candidate Lakes in Peru

The array of bladders need to be deployed in a natural lake that has sufficiently high altitude.
The Lake Sibinacocha area in Peru, at an altitude of 4892 m, has three lakes that are suitable
candidates (for an overview on the site search for SWGO detectors, see [6]). One of these is the
Lake Sibinacocha itself, with a 30 km2 area. Near this lake are two smaller lakes, Cocha Uma and
Cochachaca, each with an area of more than 1 km2. According to a recently conducted depth profile
survey (shown in Figure 1 for lake Cocha Uma), the smaller lakes have a depth of up to 30 m. The
figure illustrates that a 1 km2 array of bladders can be deployed in Cocha Uma, in an area of at least
15 m depth (shown by the blue data points). There is also a weather station on site that provides
continuous information on wind and other weather conditions.
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Figure 1: Potential Lake Candidate. Left: Depth survey results for Lake Cocha Uma show that the
maximum depth is around 33 m. The survey shows that a 1 km2 detector array is possible. Right: The depth
survey was carried out for three nearby Peruvian lakes.

3. Detector Unit Design

3.1 Geometry

As stated in Section 1, each bladder is a light-tight stand-alone unit filled with clean water,
with an upper electromagnetic volume for timing and energy and a lower volume to help with muon
identification and saturation recovery.

The exact dimensions remain to be optimized based on simulations, however the first prototype
was envisioned with a top cell that is four meters deep and a lower cell that is two meters. The lower
cell will be lined with diffuse reflecting material and the top cell may be partly lined [7]. Each cell
has a PMT that detects the cherenkov light inside the bladder. The two PMTs form a mechanical
unit, with one facing downwards and the other one facing upwards, as can be seen from Figure 2.

Figure 2: The prototype unit design with
a membrane separating the two compart-
ments.The PMTs are housed in one support.

A hatch on the top face of the bladder can provide easy
access to the inside of the bladder for maintenance and
insertion of the PMT, while ring floaters attached to the
top of the bladder keep it afloat and add stability. Ad-
ditional structures at the bottom part may be added for
further stability.

3.2 Wave loads

The deployment of individual detector units inside
a natural lake brings along the question of wave loads,
since the lake will have waves which have a potential to
damage the bags and to vary the position of the bags and
the PMTs inside them.

Preliminary studies show that the bladders would
experience maximum deformation when the wave length
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is twice the size of the bladder. The wind speed and size of the lake are important parameters that
will affect the wavelength and height of the waves. Wave height increases with fetch (the distance
over whichwind interacts with the water surface), favoring smaller lakes. Little is documented about
waves in the lakes considered and deployment of wave monitoring equipment is being planned.
Hydrodynamics simulations are ongoing to estimate the wave-induced deformation of bladders,
and the resulting loads on the bladder material as well as the movement of the PMT unit inside the
bladder.

3.3 Prototyping Steps

A protoyping phase to explore the lake option is underway. A first step was to perform tests
on small transparent bladders, investigating mechanical stability and floating characteristics. The
second step is to deploy a simple single-cell bladder of (nearly) full size, equipped with a PMT, in a
lake simulation tank. Following this, a realistic full sized bladder will be designed and tested, based
on the lessons learned from the simple bladder. The final step in the plan is the deployment of a
proof of concept array in a natural lake. In parallel simulations will be carried out. The prototyping
phase is anticipated to require two years and the R&D phase is planned to last until late 2023.

4. Prototyping Efforts at MPIK

4.1 Preparatory Material Tests

Requirements on bladder materials include (a) mechanical strength and durability, (b) light
tightness, (c) reflectivity of the inner liner, and (d) lack of contamination of the purified water inside
the bladder. At the Max Planck Institut für Kernphysik (MPIK), preparatory material tests are being
carried out regarding these properties.

For reflectivity studies, a preliminary setup with a xenon lamp, monochromator and an inte-
grating sphere exists. This setup allows us to sweep through a range of wavelengths (400 nm to 700
nm) and measure diffuse reflectivity for materials being considered for the inner liner of the blad-
ders. Light tightness is presently being measured by inserting a PMT inside a light tight tube and
illuminating a ( ≈ 4 cm 2) window covered by the material under test. Water quality measurements
are carried out by monitoring the evolution of transmissivity and conductivity of highly purified
water (initial absorption length >10 m) placed into several buckets that house different material
samples.

4.2 Lake Simulation Tank

At MPIK a water simulation tank (Figure 3) was prepared during the year 2020 for the testing
of the lake concept for SWGO. The tank is 7 meters in height and 10 meters in diameter. Detector
signals are routed to a small cabin next to the tank that is equipped with a computer and the
FlashCam Data Acquisition(DAQ) system [8]. Throughout the studies, FlashCam DAQ has a
readout window of 128 samples and takes one sample every 4 nanoseconds, giving a total of 512
ns readout. A water filtration system provides filtered, decalficied water for filling the bladders.

Figure 3 also illustrates the planned deployment of simple single-cell bladders, with a lower
bladder serving for muon identification, along with a realistic dual-cell prototype detector that is
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planned to be deployed after the simple bladder deployment is successfully completed. A small
water Cherenkov muon tagger unit at the bottom of the tank provides additional identification and
information on the location of muons.

Figure 3: Lake Simulation Tank Left: The Lake simulation tank at MPIK has a 10 meter diameter and is
7 meters in height. Right: Illustration of testing steps: Two generation-0 bladders are seen on the left, next
to them is the generation-1 bladder. Each bladders has a PMT inside. Sitting at the bottom is a muon tagger.

4.3 Muon Taggers

Two muon taggers were built to provide well defined particle trajectories. The muon taggers
consist of a 8 inch Hamamatsu R5912 PMT inside a commercial black barrel of 41 cm diameter
and 75 cm length, filled with clean water (Figure 5). The inside of the barrel is lined with reflective
material (white teflon for the initial tests, and Tyvek 1082D later).

The taggers were tested outside the water tank using a coincidence of trigger scintillation
counters placed on top of and under the tagger. The self-triggered rate of the taggers was about 20
Hz, compatible with GEANT4 simulations [5] of the tagger (Figure 4). The right plot in Figure 4
shows the signal detected from the tagger approximately two months after it was deployed inside
the lake simulation tank. In units of photoelectrons (p.e.), the signal peak is at around 100 p.e.. We
monitor the signal from the muon tagger weekly and have not observed any degradation.

4.4 Small-sized Bladders

After studies at MPIK of bladder production by hot air welding, bladders for initial tests were
ordered from a commercial company. As a first step, 1:10 scale transparent bladders of 60 cm
height were studied (Figure 5).

Visual inspections of the bladder’s shape stability under impact, waves and additional weight
were carried out by using an underwater web camera. In addition to tests for shape stability, different
filling options were also explored. A bladder that is 100% filled results in large stress on the bladder
material in case of bladder deformations by waves or impact. We found that a filling of about 90%
of the maximal bladder volume is a good compromise. At this fill level, after deformation from
impacts or waves, the bladder restores its original shape.
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Figure 4: Left: GEANT4 simulations showing muon tagger rate, as a function of the threshold above which
particles trigger. The muon rate is ≈ 20 Hz. Right: The peak amplitude distribution for the muon tagger
sitting inside the lake simulation tank, taken in May, two months after its deployment. The muon peak
appears at ≈ 100 photoelectrons.

(a)

Figure 5: Left: The deployment of the muon tagger into the lake simulation tank. The muon tagger is a
plastic barrel with a white reflective coating inside, filled with clean water. Right: Three simple transparent
bladders suspended by floater pipes, used in the mechanical stability tests.

4.5 The Full-sized Bladder

The next stage of prototyping concerned simple (nearly-)full-sized bladders. Two bladders
made of 0.9 mm black PVC material were procured from the commercial company Mayer Luftwer-
bung. (Later more realistic bladders will likely use multi-layer bladders, as used in Auger [9],
HAWC and LHAASO.) The bladders are approximately 2.5 meters and 3.5 meters high and 3
meters in diameter. These bladders will be deployed inside the lake simulation tank after necessary
modifications. In order to prepare the first bladder for deployment, it was equipped with a 60 cm
circular hatch at the bottom section, and with a small entry port for light pulser signals at the top
section (Figure 6). An 8 inch Hamamatsu R5912 PMT is attached to directly to the larger hatch.
Closing the initial version of this hatch air tight and light tight proved to be a challenge and required
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several iterations.
Light tightness tests were carried out by measuring – for the air-inflated bladder – the single

photoelectron rate of the PMT using the FlashCamDAQ and it was seen that the bladder is not fully
light tight, with a rate of approximately 7 kHz during the day. Whether this is due to imperfect light
tightness of the bladder material or of the bladder ports remains to be resolved. Once it is deployed
in the tank and filled with filtered water, data taking is planned during night time.

Figure 6: The first simple full-sized blad-
der undergoing a light tightness test. A
PMT is directly mounted to the hatch.

Experience with this initial bladder showed that the
solution with the underwater hatch carrying the PMT is
not optimal. Since the later design concepts for a realistic
dual-cell bladder foresee access and deployment of the
PMT unit through an above-water hatch on top of the
bladder, we considered producing the second version of
a simple bladder with a hatch on the top section, with the
PMT suspended from the top.

5. Outlook

Already the initial steps of prototyping towards the
lake concept have provided significant insights and valu-
able input for the design of the next prototypes.

After the testing of the 0th generation bladders de-
tailed in Section 4.5, a next generation bladder with an
improved design will be deployed in the simulation tank.
The design of this improved bladder is currently under
consideration based on the experience with the 0th gener-
ation bladder. It is planned to have a membrane in the middle, instead of two separate cells, with a
PMT attachment scheme, suspended with strings from a hatch that is at the top side of the bladder,
as pictured in Figure 3. Due to possible difficulties in attaching reflective material to the inner
surface of the bladder, studies on having an entirely black bladder are also being conducted.

Various simulation activities are starting or ongoing. These concern (a) simulations of air
shower detection with the lake detector, towards optimization of the detector unit geometry also in
view of muon detection; (b) simulations to explore how well the vertical and transverse positions of
the bladder and PMT need to be known; and finally (c) hydrodynamic simulations to determine wave
loads on bladders and the resulting strength requirements, using smoothed particle hydrodynamics
(SPH) simulations, where water is simulated as a collection of little particles.
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